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Abstract 

 

Gender inequality in the division of household labour persists over time, especially in 

Mediterranean countries, where women are responsible for the largest share of domestic chores. 

Whether this is the result of structural constraints or of cultural preferences originating from 

traditional gender norms remains an open question.  

We investigate the role of culture in explaining gender asymmetries in housework and childcare 

tasks. Through multilevel models based on microlevel data (the Istat SCIF survey), we examine 

the extent to which the division of household labour in migrant couples living in Italy relates to 

gender equity in their origin country, proxied by the Global Gender Gap Index. We also examine 

whether age at, or time since, migration affects cultural assimilation. 

We find visible gender differences in both the division of household labour and partners’ 

involvement in different tasks. Most interestingly, migrants from more gender-equal countries 

display more equality in the division of unpaid labour, and vice versa. This result holds for 

migrants who were socialised in their country of origin, i.e., arrived in Italy when 18 or older, 

while no systematic variation is found among individuals born or socialised in Italy. This might 

suggest the presence of effective cultural assimilation mechanisms. Culture contributes to gender 

inequality in the intra-couple division of unpaid labour, yet nonnegligible differences exist 

between different housework and childcare tasks.  

Our study adds both to the literature on the cultural component of gender inequalities and to 

studies about migrants and cultural assimilation.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Studies show that childcare- and housework-related gender gaps are narrowing (see e.g., Bianchi, 

2000 for the USA; Leopold et al., 2018 for Germany). This, together with shrinking gender 

differences in educational achievement and growing female labour market participation, has led 

some scholars to support the thesis that gender has a “declining significance” (Blau et al., 2006). 

Nevertheless, the pace of such changes seems to have significantly slowed down in recent 

decades. Among other dimensions, the way partners allocate time to household labour shows 

stagnation; this continues to show wide gender inequalities across all OECD countries (e.g., Dotti 

Sani, 2018; Zamberlan et al., 2021).  

An equal division of household labour between partners is important for a wide range of 

factors. Time spent performing domestic activities correlates negatively with labour market 

position and has been shown to have detrimental consequences for earnings (Cooke and Hook, 

2018; Coverman, 1983; Cunningham, 2008). Conversely, sharing domestic work equally between 

partners not only means greater female labour market participation, but also appears to increase 

family satisfaction and wellbeing (Perry-Jenkins and Folk, 1994), and to encourage fertility and 

childbearing (Aassve et al., 2015; Cooke, 2009; Köppen and Trappe, 2019). Given the 

significance of dividing unpaid labour equally – not just for equity, but also for the efficiency of 

the whole family – understanding the main driver of gender disparities in housework and childcare 

is pivotal. In particular, the discussion has focused on whether gender differences originate from 

cultural or structural factors, and recent data on immigrants in the United States seems to suggest 

that cultural factors influence the gender allocation of time within the home (Blau et al., 2020). 

Seeking to contribute to this debate, this article focuses on a different country, with a different 

migrant population, and investigates the extent to which culture contributes to the gender gap in 

domestic work.  

Estimating the role of culture is complex, primarily because it not only influences 

people’s behaviour, but is itself shaped by both individual behaviour and the broader 

socioeconomic and institutional contexts in which individuals are embedded. Drawing on recent 

literature (Fernandez and Fogli, 2009; Polavieja, 2015), we address this issue by studying the 

“portability” of culture among migrant populations. More precisely, we analyse the division of 

domestic activities among heterosexual immigrant couples living in Italy, with a specific focus 

on whether and to what extent it relates to the prevailing gender roles in their country of origin. 

Lastly, we address the question whether source-country gender norms matter upon arrival in the 

hosting country, or remain influential even several years after migration. 

We study Italy as the destination country. Like other southern European countries, Italy 

has been a popular destination for migration since the 1980s, and the presence of immigrants in 

Italy has grown steadily in recent decades (see e.g., Panichella et al., 2021). Italy, moreover, is 

characterised by fairly low gender equality, in the division of household labour among other areas 

– although with nonnegligible differences between types of couples and geographical zone (Craig 

and Mullan, 2010; Dotti Sani, 2012). Less is known about within-household gender equality 

among immigrant couples living in Italy, specifically whether immigrant partners maintain the 

cultural heritage and habits acquired in their origin country, thus differing along geographical and 

cultural divides. 

Our results show that immigrant couples living in Italy show not only an overall unequal 

gender division of household labour, but also gender asymmetries in the performance of specific 

types of task. Women tend to do more routine housework and childcare, while men tend to do 

more nonroutine household tasks.  

Most interestingly, and in line with recent evidence on the topic (Blau et al., 2020), the 

source-country Global Gender Gap Index (GGI), interpreted as a proxy for the prevailing gender 

roles in a country’s society, appears to be a good guide to immigrant partners’ division of 

household chores. Migrants from countries where culture is more traditional display a division of 
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unpaid labour that is less equal between genders. By distinguishing migrants according to their 

age at migration, we further investigate the possible presence of cultural assimilation dynamics, 

though without finding strong evidence. Building on an epidemiological approach recently 

applied to sociological issues (e.g., Polavieja, 2015), we interpret our results as supporting the 

relevance of cultural factors in shaping the gender allocation of household labour.  

Our paper contributes to the growing area of empirical research into gender disparities 

within households by providing novel evidence based on information about migrant couples 

living in Italy, a population (and a host country) seldom considered in the literature on household 

labour. We further provide evidence of the role of culture in shaping not only the gender allocation 

of household labour, but also gender differences in the performance of various types of tasks. Our 

findings are robust to different model specifications and sample definitions, as well as to the 

inclusion of several controls measuring individual, household, and macrolevel characteristics. 

Most importantly, even when we account for possible biases in the selection of the migrant 

couples we study – an intrinsic limitation of approaches relying on migrant populations (see also 

the related discussion by Polavieja, 2015) – gender culture helps explain the gender allocation of 

household labour.  

 

 

2. Theoretical background  

 

2.1.  Housework, childcare, and their allocation between partners  

 

Household labour is usually conceptualised as the set of unpaid activities undertaken to maintain 

the house and family members. Vast literature (mostly focusing on nonmigrant couples) shows 

that gender inequality in household labour, although reducing, is persisting over time. Despite 

women’s education and labour market participation both increasing, and the time they spend 

performing housework activities reducing in parallel, the growing male involvement in domestic 

work has levelled off or even reversed in the early years of the 21st century (Bianchi et al., 2000; 

Kan et al., 2011). Trends are comparatively similar across countries, although there is 

nonnegligible variation in levels of male (and female) involvement in household labour. In 

Europe, Italy has one of the largest gender gaps in the performance of household labour. Italian 

women carry most of the burden of both housework and childcare, spending on average about 

three more hours than men in housework activities every day, and twice the time men dedicate to 

taking care of children (Pailhé et al., 2019). 

Existing analyses of household labour typically refer to the broad category “housework 

tasks”, which includes several different types of activity. An important distinction is the one 

between routine and nonroutine activities. The former are repetitive tasks which can rarely be 

postponed, while the latter term describes flexible, occasional tasks, which have a greater leisure 

component.1 This distinction is of crucial importance when analysing heterosexual partners’ 

involvement in unpaid labour, because different patterns of gender inequality have been shown 

to emerge in the two groups of tasks. Not only do women tend to do more housework chores than 

men, but they are usually responsible for routine tasks, while more flexible and enjoyable 

nonroutine activities are typically performed by men (Berk, 1985). Only by differentiating types 

of tasks (and paying attention to the less commonly studied nonroutine activities) is it possible to 

provide a comprehensive picture of gender differences in unpaid labour, as well as to better 

understand the mechanisms underlying them.  

Previous literature highlights important qualitative differences between housework and 

care activities (especially childcare), which are worth noticing when studying gender differences 

 
1 Cleaning, cooking and doing the laundry are activities illustrating the first group, while home repairs, shopping 

and bill payments enter the second category (Coltrane, 2000). 
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in unpaid labour (e.g., Bianchi et al., 2012; Gracia, 2014). While housework tasks are generally 

perceived as boring, with both partners trying to avoid them (Deutsch et al., 1993), childcare is 

usually described as a more pleasant and rewarding activity (Coltrane, 2000; Sullivan, 2003). 

Unlike housework tasks, it is usually impossible for parents to entirely avoid spending time with 

their children, not least because neglecting childcare has detrimental consequences for both 

children’s growth and parental wellbeing and self-esteem (Deutsch et al., 1993). Unlike with 

housework, mothers and fathers do not seem to face a binary trade-off between time and effort 

spent in paid work and in taking care of children (Bittman et al., 2004; Hofferth, 2001); rather, 

time for childcare tends to be maintained constant, at the expense of leisure time (Craig, 2007). 

As a result, childcare is (increasingly) shared more equally among partners than housework (e.g., 

Craig and Mullan, 2011; Gracia, 2014; Yeung et al., 2001). However, as in the case of housework, 

increasing female labour market participation has not resulted in a perfectly equitable gender 

allocation of childcare activities (Bianchi, 2000; Bianchi and Milkie, 2010; Sayer and Gornick, 

2011).  

 

 

2.2.  What lies behind the unequal gender division of household labour? The role of 

culture and its identification 

 

The debate around the drivers of partners’ division of household labour is still contentious and 

branches out from two (often competing) traditions: the neoclassical economic approach and the 

constructivist perspective (for an overview see Brines, 1993, 1994; Coltrane, 2000; Geist and 

Ruppanner, 2018). While the former stresses the role of structural factors, the latter focuses on 

the cultural component of gender disparities. 

On one hand, neoclassical economic theories and their extensions (Becker, 1981; Brines, 

1994; Coverman, 1985; Hiller, 1984) stress the economic function of the family to illustrate how 

unpaid labour is allocated. The main argument is that each couple divides unpaid labour regardless 

of gender (the division is “gender neutral”) via a rational process of resource allocation (about 

this point, see also Gough and Killewald, 2011; van der Lippe et al., 2018; Voßemer and Heyne, 

2019). On the other hand, a rich body of empirical research suggests that decisions taken within 

the household are not always the result of rational (economic) reasoning (e.g., Alvarez and Miles-

Touya, 2019; Barigozzi et al., 2018; Blau and Kahn, 2006; Fortin, 2005). A growing body of 

literature appeals to the cultural component of gender, particularly its social construction (Brines, 

1994; Coltrane, 1989; Connell, 1985; DeVault, 1994; Ferree, 1990; Hochschild, 1989; Potuchek, 

1992; Shelton and John, 1996; West and Zimmerman, 1987). From this perspective, women 

perform the lion’s share of household duties because of internalised gender norms. Two main 

arguments have been advanced, one relating to socialisation and the other to “doing gender”. First, 

men and women are socialised within a heteronormative cultural framework within which people 

assimilate cultural norms about gender roles and orient their behaviour by these norms (England, 

2006, 2010; Hochschild, 1989; Ridgeway, 2011; West and Zimmerman, 1987, 2009). Second, 

gender can be conceptualised as a symbolic and performative practice, and its social construction 

is reinforced by men and women displaying feminine and masculine behaviour through social 

interaction (Cunningham, 2001; Garfinkel, 1967; West and Zimmerman, 1987; 2009). Following 

this gender-based perspective, doing (or not doing) housework and specialising in tasks of a 

certain kind (feminine or masculine) represents a culturally established behaviour displaying 

gender.  

Despite the vast and growing body of research focusing on the source of gender 

disparities (within the household), conceptualising and measuring the role of culture has always 

presented a challenge. Culture is one of the most critical concepts in the social sciences and is 

generally defined as a complex set of norms, preferences and beliefs shared by a given group of 

individuals (Fernàndez and Fogli, 2006; Polavieja, 2015). Identifying the role of culture is even 
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more complex than defining it, owing to the mutual influence of the cultural and the structural 

domains (Guiso et al., 2006; Pfau-Effinger, 2005; Sjobert, 2004). The role of culture is difficult 

to isolate, not only because economic and institutional factors influence preferences and beliefs), 

but also because gender norms may influence individual behaviours and the broader institutional 

context. In other words, although cross-national differences in gender-role attitudes and 

behaviours might indicate the cultural component of gender inequalities, it is difficult to establish 

whether they are an outcome of inner cultural models or of structural and institutional features. 

To separate the influence of culture from those of institutions and other structural factors, 

our analysis stems from a recent proposal developed within the new cultural economics and 

known as the “epidemiological approach” to the study of culture (Fernàndez and Fogli, 2006; 

Guiso et al., 2006; Polavieja, 2015).2 This approach draws on culture’s “portability” and so the 

study of migrant populations is strategic: immigrants living in the same country but coming from 

different origin countries differ in cultural heritage while sharing an institutional and economic 

environment. The geographical mobility of migrants allows the cultural component to be isolated 

from the structural one. We therefore look for variation in the outcome of interest, in our case the 

division of unpaid labour within the couple, conditional on culture of origin, here proxied by 

aggregate source-country gender equity. Keeping all relevant individual and macrolevel features 

constant, any remaining differences in migrants’ behaviour, associated with the country of origin, 

are likely to mirror the cultural component.  

We are particularly interested in the association between aggregate gender equity in the 

country of origin and how equally the couple divides unpaid labour when in Italy. Although, 

arguably, any variable proxying aggregate gender equity might be influenced by structural factors 

in the country of origin, it also reflects societal preferences, beliefs and decisions. In our analysis, 

we introduce a range of controls to minimise potential biases relating to structural factors, so that 

it is reasonable to interpret any remaining difference in the allocation of household labour among 

partners as a function of the cultural component (see also Fernàndez and Fogli, 2006). In other 

words, the epidemiological approach allows us to distinguish the component of gender 

inequalities in unpaid labour that is attributable to the social construction of gender (culture) from 

the component stemming from institutionally originated incentives and constraints (structure).  

Few studies look at migrant populations to capture the cultural component of gender 

inequalities in the allocation of household chores. Hicks et al. (2015) analyse US time use data 

and show that gender-related linguistic differences are associated with differences in the gender 

division of household tasks. They find that a more gendered language accompanies greater within-

household inequality in the performance of housework. Similarly, and more closely related to our 

work, Frank and Hou (2015) find that gender roles in the country of origin continue to influence 

the division of couples’ work (both paid and unpaid) in Canada, their destination country. This 

finding is consistent with a recent article by Blau et al. (2020), showing that first-generation 

migrants from countries with greater gender equity allocate tasks more equally than migrants 

coming from less gender egalitarian societies. Beyond American borders, Carriero (2020) find a 

similar pattern among migrants in European countries. He finds a positive association between 

gender norms in the home country and the gender division of domestic work in the destination 

country, but also a process of assimilation: the role of culture (of origin) weakens across migrant 

generations. 

 

 

 

 
2 This term derives from the attempt to identify the environmental influence on behaviour, in the same way that 

epidemiological analyses in medical research study the causal relationship between a particular exposure (e.g., 

alcohol consumption) and the related disorder (e.g., mortality). 
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3. Research questions and hypotheses 

 

In this paper, we address three research questions. First, we ask whether and to what extent the 

intra-couple division of housework and childcare relates to gender culture in the source country, 

as measured by the GGI. If culture influences partners’ choices and behaviours, we should expect 

a positive relation between gender equity in the country of origin and (first-generation) migrants’ 

gender equality in the division of housework and childcare. If, instead, structural features of the 

destination country matter more in shaping migrants’ behaviours, we should expect the division 

of unpaid labour to be unrelated to source-country gender equity.  

Second, we address the question whether culture influences the gender division of 

specific types of task. We add to the literature by also considering the division of childcare 

activities (thus extending knowledge deriving from previous studies, e.g., Frank and Hou, 2015; 

Hicks et al., 2015; Carriero, 2020), and by distinguishing routine (typically “feminine”) from 

nonroutine (typically “masculine”) tasks. So far, studies aiming to identify the cultural component 

of the gender division of household labour have analysed either an aggregate measure of unpaid 

labour or its routine component, neglecting heterogeneity among different domestic tasks. This 

selection hampers the possibility of observing how culture influences not only the gender gap in 

household task allocation, but also gender asymmetries in the allocation of time to specific tasks. 

In other words, the question whether a more egalitarian culture leads men to get more involved 

in routine household tasks (typically “feminine”) and women in nonroutine activities (typically 

“masculine”) has remained unanswered. If the culture of origin matters, we should expect men to 

get more involved in typically “feminine” activities when arriving from more gender egalitarian 

countries, and women from more gender equal cultures to get more involved in typically 

“masculine” tasks. 

Finally, we consider whether there is evidence of cultural assimilation patterns. 

Specifically, we investigate whether the association between source-country gender equity and 

partners’ division of both housework and childcare tasks varies across immigrant generations 

(defined on the basis of country of birth and age at migration) and by years since arrival in Italy 

(that is, time spent in the destination country).3 If cultural assimilation has taken place, we should 

expect source-country culture to have lower effect among both second and subsequent immigrant 

generations (who have been socialised in the destination country) and first-generation migrants 

living in Italy for a longer time. 

 

 

4. Data, measures, and research design 

 

4.1. Data and sample 

 

We rely on micro and macrolevel data from several sources. Microlevel data comes from the 

Social Condition and Integration of Foreigners (SCIF) survey, carried out by the Italian National 

Institute of Statistics (Istat) in 2011–2012.4 Participants were selected using a two-stage 

procedure: first by municipality, then by household units containing at least one foreign citizen. 

Interviews with each member of the household were conducted using a CAPI (Computer-Assisted 

Personal Interviewing) technique.  

 
3 Migrants have different migration histories and Italy might not be the first country all of them arrived in. 

However, coefficients derived from analyses of the more restricted sample of migrants for whom Italy is the first 

destination are comparable to those reported in the main results. More details can be found in the Sensitivity 

checks Section. 
4 Condizione e integrazione sociale dei cittadini stranieri: file per la ricerca. More information available at 

https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/191090. 

https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/191090
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Time use diaries are the most commonly used resource for collecting data to study the 

intra-couple division of housework and childcare. These are rarely designed to collect information 

about migrants and often a limited number of immigrants enters the sample. The SCIF survey 

overcomes these limitations by collecting information on a large number of migrants coming from 

several different countries. An additional advantage of this survey lies in the set of survey 

questions aimed at capturing the gender division of household labour. First, they are framed to 

ask about the respondent’s relative contribution to household chores. Second, they collect 

information about specific household and childcare tasks. These features enable us to model the 

gender division of unpaid work, and to distinguish routine from nonroutine tasks.  

Our analytical sample is limited to cohabiting couples, as our interest lies in intra-couple 

dynamics. Since only women with a cohabiting partner are asked the survey questions about 

housework and childcare, we match cohabiting partners and focus on the household as the unit of 

analysis. The raw sample contains information on 18,445 couples in which at least one partner 

was not originally Italian.  

We further restrict our sample to couples where both partners are aged between 18 to 65 

and no information is missing from any of the macro and microlevel variables included in the 

models. These restrictions yield two separate samples: a “housework sample” of couples 

providing information about division of housework (4,165 couples) and a “childcare sample” of 

couples with dependent children who also provided information about division of childcare (1,372 

couples). The samples include households in which both partners were not originally Italian and 

come from the same country (about 64%), both were not originally Italian but have different 

geographical origins (about 4%), or just one of the two partners was not originally Italian (about 

32%). Appendix Tables A1 and A2 provide details about sample selection steps and the 

composition of the analytic samples based on partners’ country of origin.5 

We integrate microlevel information with macrolevel data about the sending country to 

construct the main independent variable and macrolevel controls. Country scores taken from the 

Global GGI,6 GDP per capita (current international dollar equivalent, based on purchasing power 

parity)7, and information about total fertility rate (TFR)8 come from the World Bank. We also 

consider female labour force participation rate in the origin country (also World Bank data)9 and 

include a measure of relative education built on the basis of the Barro-Lee dataset (Barro and Lee, 

2013) for sensitivity checks.  

 

 

4.2.  Measures 

 

Dependent variables: the gender division of housework and childcare tasks 

In the SCIF survey, housework and childcare activities are investigated through a set of questions 

asking women to compare their involvement in household tasks with their partner’s. All questions 

have the following formulation: “Between you and your husband/partner, who deals with [task 

name]?” The response categories are: “him exclusively”, “her exclusively”, “mainly him”, 

“mainly her”, “both equally”, “don’t know”. An extra response option “does not apply” is added, 

 
5 We found no relevant differences in sociodemographic variables, or in the division of domestic work when 

comparing mixed-origin couples and partners coming from the same country. Analyses are available on request. 
6https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/af52ebe9?country=BRA&indicator=27959&viz=line_chart&years

=2006.2018. 
7 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD. 

8 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN. 

9 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.CACT.FE.ZS. 

https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/af52ebe9?country=BRA&indicator=27959&viz=line_chart&years=2006.2018
https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/af52ebe9?country=BRA&indicator=27959&viz=line_chart&years=2006.2018
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.CACT.FE.ZS
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for childcare tasks only.10 Housework tasks include cooking; setting the table; washing the dishes; 

keeping the house in order; doing daily shopping (food, cleaning products, other home products, 

etc.); buying clothes, shoes, etc. for the family; buying other goods for the family (furniture, home 

appliances, car, electronic instruments, etc.); repairs; administrative matters and other issues 

regarding the family (bills, insurance, school enrolments, residents’ meetings, etc.).11 In the 

subsample of couples with children, childcare tasks cover taking care of children (washing them, 

dressing them, taking them to school, etc.), and dealing with their education.   

While the original responses to these items are scaled from 1 to 5, we recode them to ease 

interpretation. We assign the value 0 to exclusively female involvement in household chores and 

1 where the man is entirely responsible for household tasks, with intermediate values reflecting 

the contribution by the male partner. “Don’t know” answers were excluded from the analysis. 

Appendix Section A provides descriptive statistics, among them the distribution of the dependent 

variables by analytic sample, immigrant generation and categories of major sociodemographic 

variables. 

 

Independent variable: gender equity in country of origin (GGI) 

The explanatory variable of interest is source-country culture, specifically the level of gender 

equity in an immigrant’s birth country. Following recent literature (Blau et al., 2020), we proxy 

this variable by using the Global GGI,12 a country-level index based on fourteen indicators 

grouped in four subindexes: economic participation and opportunity, educational attainment, 

health and survival, and political empowerment. The final, additive index is composed of the four 

subindexes, which are given equal weighting, and ranges from 0 (maximum inequality) to 1 

(maximum equality).  

The index aims to capture a country’s overall level of gender equity in a given year, with 

the additional advantage of allowing countries to be compared. Our interest lies at the level of 

gender equity before migrants’ answers about the intra-couple division of housework and 

childcare in Italy (2011–2012). Since the GGI series begins in 2006, we rely on this year and on 

2007 values to get a more stable measure of gender equity; we follow Blau and colleagues (2020) 

and consider the average of these two values. In three cases indexes for both years are missing, 

so we use the first available year: for Senegal this is 2009, for the Ivory Coast and Lebanon it is 

2010. 

We take female culture in the source country as the main explanatory variable.13 Second-

generation migrants are assigned their mother’s GGI, in order to test the influence (or lack thereof) 

of their culture of origin. The average value of GGI in our pooled analytic sample is 0.66; the 

lowest value (lowest equality) is 0.55 for Pakistan and the highest value (highest equality) is 0.81 

 
10 Unfortunately, the SCIF survey does not measure whether a specific activity is outsourced. Nevertheless, the 

lack of such information seems unlikely to bias our results: 26% of couples answered “yes” to the survey question 

“Does anyone help you with housework and childcare?”, but only about 6% of them reported receiving help from 

non-relatives. 
11 The SCIF survey also asks who takes care of renewal procedures for the residence permit. However, this item 

is specific to the status of migrant, so exceeds this paper’s aim. Moreover, another item already covers the 

dimension of family-related administrative matters. Accordingly, we exclude renewal of the residence permit 

from our analyses. 
12 To test whether the GGI validly captures the concept of aggregate gender equity, we also repeated the 

analyses using the Gender Equity Scale proposed by Inglehart and Norris (2003), which relies on EVS/WVS 

data (European Values Study/World Values Survey). More details can be found when we describe sensitivity 

checks. 
13 We chose to use the female version of GGI (and of the other macro-level variables included as controls) to be 

consistent with the measurement of the dependent variables, which derive from answers to questions posed to 

women only. Results do not substantively change when we use the male version of GGI and the other variables 

(see the Sensitivity checks Section and Appendix Table A12). 
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for Sweden. To ease interpretation of results, GGI values are standardised. Table A5 presents 

values related to all macrolevel variables included in the models, ordered by GGI score. 

 

Control variables 

Our chosen model specification controls for possible micro and macrolevel covariates that are 

likely to influence the gender division of household labour. As individual level control variables, 

we include age, age squared, the highest level of education attained, marital status and length of 

stay in Italy (i.e., years from migration). Included controls refer to both partners. At the household 

level, we introduce three variables indicating the number of any dependent children aged 0–5 

years, 6–12 years and 13–17 years respectively, and region of residence (which is a crucial 

control, considering the regional differences characteristic of Italy). We also provide results 

related to a specification controlling for female and male labour market participation, specifically 

through average weekly hours worked and hours actually worked the week prior to the interview 

(further information about model specifications can be found in the Analytic strategy Section). 

Following previous studies, we include macrolevel characteristics of the country of origin 

which might be confounders of the relation between source-country gender equity and the gender 

division of unpaid labour. These are GDP per capita (see Blau et al., 2020; Carriero, 2020) and 

TFR (see Blau et al., 2020; Frank and Hou, 2015; Hicks et al., 2015). Both variables are taken 

from the World Bank database and are taken as the average for the period 2000–2007 to improve 

stability and information quality. This period is chosen to show characteristics before the SCIF 

survey was carried out (2011–2012). Country values of macrolevel variables are presented in 

Appendix Table A5. 

Given our theoretical interest in assimilation processes, we also differentiate our analyses 

based on immigrant generation. Drawing on the years of birth and migration, we categorise 

migrants by whether they moved to Italy when 18 or older (first generation) or before their 18th 

birthday, or were born in Italy (“one-and-a-half” and second generation, respectively). We also 

group by length of stay in Italy to provide a more fine-grained investigation of possible cultural 

assimilation processes. Specifically, we distinguish between migrants who have been living in 

Italy for 0–5, 6–15 and 16 or more years. 

 

 

4.3.  Analytic strategy 

 

The first part of the work provides a descriptive overview of the overall intra-couple division of 

housework and childcare tasks. This descriptive step is useful to explore the possible presence of 

heterogeneity in the gender division of housework and childcare tasks. We then explore the 

macrolevel relation between GGI and the gender division of unpaid labour by mapping the 

positions of different countries of origin on these two dimensions. 

The second part explores the association between country-of-origin gender equity and the 

gender gap in performance of household tasks. First, we use as dependent variables two additive 

indices created by weighting the sum of the items related to housework and childcare, 

respectively. Second, we perform separate regression models predicting eleven different tasks.  

Given the nested nature of the data, with immigrants clustered by country of origin, we 

rely on random-intercept multilevel regression models with GGI fixed effects and controls for 

source-country GDP and TFR. We explore the extent to which male involvement in housework 

and childcare depends upon the gender culture in the country of origin through different model 

specifications. A parsimonious specification adds controls for the linear and quadratic relation 

with male and female age, thus providing a measure of the total effect (both direct and indirect) 

of culture on male involvement in domestic chores. A second specification adds further controls 

for educational level, marital status, years from migration, number of dependent children (by age 

group) and area of residence in Italy. All individual-level variables refer both to the female and 
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the male partner. Although most of these characteristics are in principle likely to be influenced 

by source-country culture (thus being part of the “total effect” we are interested in estimating), 

their inclusion enables us to obtain a more conservative estimate of the role of source-country 

gender equity in the gender division of housework and childcare in the destination country. An 

extra specification includes further controls for female and male paid work through measures of 

average weekly hours worked and hours actually worked the week before the interview. Given 

the simultaneous allocation of time to paid and household work, this specification inevitably 

suffers from endogeneity issues (which cannot be easily modelled owing to the cross-sectional 

nature of the data). Accordingly, we consider this last specification as useful to explore whether 

the effect of GGI persists even after controlling for women’s paid employment, but we stick to a 

cautious interpretation of our results. Following Blau et al. (2020), we rely on the second model 

specification to answer this paper’s research questions; we thus retain and substantively interpret 

only estimates from this model. For the sake of completeness, Appendix Tables A6–A11 show 

coefficients for all specifications.  

Lastly, we investigate whether the length of exposure to source-country culture, 

especially at lower ages, acts to moderate the analysed relationship. To do this, we replicate all 

analyses on subsamples defined by migrants’ generation, grouping individuals by their country 

of birth (Italy or outside Italy) and age at migration. The first subgroup contains first-generation 

migrants who arrived in Italy when 18 or older. The second includes second-generation migrants 

(thus, born in Italy) and first-generation migrants who came to Italy before 18 years of age (the 

“one-and-a-half” generation). In order to provide a more fine-grained test of cultural assimilation, 

we also explore whether the relation between GGI and the gender division of housework and 

childcare varies according to the length of stay in Italy. 

 

 

5. Results 

 

5.1. The gender division of unpaid labour: variation by tasks and country of origin 

 

Figure 1 describes the average male participation in housework and childcare tasks among 

migrants in Italy. A score of 0.5 on the scale from 0 (woman does all) to 1 (man does all) indicates 

that household labour is equally shared between partners.  

The lowest levels of gender equality are found for routine housework tasks, namely 

cooking, setting the table, washing the dishes, and keeping the house in order. The average male 

involvement in such tasks lies between 0.18 and 0.23, meaning that the woman tends to be fully 

in charge or to perform “the lioness’s share” of such duties. Also, childcare tasks remain below 

the equal share line, indicating a higher commitment by mothers than fathers: the average male 

involvement in taking care of children scores 0.28, while taking care of children’s education gains 

men a slightly higher average score of 0.39.  

Shopping for family goods, whether daily or less often, is more equally shared between 

partners. Equality is evident especially when shopping refers to buying goods for the family such 

as furniture, home appliances, and electronic instruments (under the label “Shopping (other)”). 

Male involvement in administrative matters or activities related to domestic repairs is higher. 

While the performance of administrative chores has an average male share of 0.59, so near the 

equal share line, domestic repairs shows an average male share of 0.80, meaning that it is mainly 

performed by the male partner. 

Figure 1 is informative about heterogeneity across domestic tasks in their average within-

couple division. While male involvement in routine housework and childcare activities is lower, 

female activity in nonroutine tasks (i.e., shopping when not for daily goods, taking care of 

administrative matters and domestic repairs) is lower. While past studies found a high overall 

level of fathers’ involvement in childcare activities, and thus a relatively equal division of such 
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tasks (e.g., Yeung et al., 2001), we observe levels of fathers’ involvement in childcare that are 

well below the equal division line. Analyses that follow will shed light on whether gender equity 

in the country of origin contributes to such results. 

 

Figure 1: Overall male involvement in housework and childcare tasks. All countries of origin 

pooled. 

 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165 couples; N childcare = 1,372 

couples). 

 

Having acknowledged the presence of relevant heterogeneity in how various tasks are 

shared between partners, we explore whether source-country gender equity shapes the gender 

division of unpaid labour. Figure 2 displays the average male involvement in housework and 

childcare along with GGI scores (our proxy for source-country culture), by country of origin. 

Higher GGI scores suggest the countries concerned show greater gender equity than countries 

with lower GGI scores. In the figure, information relating to housework and childcare is 

summarised via two additive indices grouping all housework and all childcare tasks, 

respectively.14 Overall, we find signals of a macrolevel association between source-country GGI 

and equality in the division of housework and childcare: the relation between source-country 

gender equity and equal male involvement in unpaid labour is positive for both housework and 

childcare. The higher the GGI, the greater is male involvement (and thus gender equality) in 

housework (r = 0.24). Likewise, a positive correlation emerges between GGI and childcare (r = 

0.58).  

This pattern may suggest that culture matters: migrants coming from nations with more 

traditional gender roles tend to reproduce gender inequality within their homes in Italy, while 

migrants coming from more egalitarian contexts tend to adopt greater gender equality in Italy. 

 
14 The indexes are constructed as the weighted sum of housework tasks and childcare tasks. 
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Interesting differences emerge between housework and childcare, both in how variable we find 

the average male involvement to be (less variable for housework activities) and in the strength of 

the relationship between GGI and gender equality in the division of unpaid labour (stronger in the 

case of childcare).  

 

 

Figure 2: Country-level correlations between source-country GGI (standardised values) and male 

involvement in housework (left panel) and childcare (right panel).  

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165 couples; N childcare = 1,372 

couples). 

 

 

5.2. Does culture matter? 

 

To better examine the role of culture, we turn to the interpretation of results from multilevel 

models estimating the effect of GGI on male participation in housework and childcare, controlling 

for relevant macro and microlevel characteristics.  

We first investigate housework and childcare by means of two additive indices that 

include all housework and childcare tasks, respectively. Figure 3 plots standardised GGI 

coefficients and 95% confidence intervals deriving from the second model specification, which 

includes individual controls for all elements except partners’ paid employment. Where the 

dependent variable is close to 0 (the woman does all) or 1 (the man does all), this substantively 

indicates gender inequality. Nevertheless, domestic activities that men carry out more than half 

of are rare (two out of eleven tasks). Given this observation, we interpret a positive coefficient as 

indicating not only an increase in male participation in housework and childcare following an 

increase in GGI by one standard deviation, but also as suggesting an increase in gender equality 

within the couple. 

Panel A presents results for all couples combined (independently from their country of 

birth or age at migration). Coefficients are consistent with descriptive findings: the higher the 
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level of gender equity in the origin country, the greater the male involvement in housework and 

childcare in Italy. More precisely, an increase in GGI by one standard deviation is associated with 

male involvement in housework activities increasing by 0.007 and in childcare tasks by 0.026. 

This means that, along a continuum from the most traditional to the most egalitarian society, male 

involvement in housework changes from about 0.38 to 0.41, and in childcare from about 0.28 to 

0.42. Considering that the dependent variable’s scale ranges from 0 to 1, this change is substantial 

(see Appendix Figure A6).  

 

 

Figure 3: Effect of GGI on male involvement in housework and childcare, standardised scores. 

95% confidence intervals.  

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel regression models including individual, household, and 

macrolevel controls. See Tables A6–A8. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 

 

In Figure 3, we separated the sample into two immigrant generations to test whether the 

influence of culture differs with the context in which respondents were socialised at young ages. 

Panel B shows the subsample of first-generation immigrants who arrived in Italy when older than 

18, and panel C shows the subsample of migrants who left their country of origin before their 

18th birthday or who were born in Italy (detailed results tables can be found in Appendix Section 

B). Among first-generation immigrants who were socialised in their country of origin, coefficients 

relating to GGI are positive for both housework and childcare, and point estimates for childcare 

are slightly higher than for the whole sample (see also Appendix Figure A7).  

Results for the subsample of second-generation migrants and of migrants who moved 

when younger than 18 are blurrier. While the coefficient for housework is slightly higher than 

that for first-generation immigrants (0.015 compared to 0.006), the coefficient for childcare is 

much lower (0.007 compared to 0.027). In both cases, however, confidence intervals overlap with 

the value 0. The lower coefficient of childcare and the confidence intervals overlapping with 0 

seem to suggest ongoing cultural assimilation dynamics: the culture of origin does not affect how 
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migrants born or socialised in Italy divide unpaid labour. However, the small size of this subgroup 

leads to imprecision (as does the width of the confidence intervals), thus impeding clear cut 

conclusions about the presence of assimilation dynamics. If we look at the prediction of male 

involvement in childcare in this subsample (Appendix Figure A8), an average level of about 0.35 

emerges, with no differences depending on gender equity in the source country. Interestingly, this 

value corresponds to the average involvement of men in childcare found for first-generation 

migrants who arrived in Italy when older than 18 (Appendix Figure A7). The same is true for 

male involvement in housework activities, which shows an average of about 0.4 in both 

subsamples. This suggests that the overall level of gender equality between partners does not 

differ much between generations.  

To further test the presence of possible assimilation processes, we also analyse whether 

and to what extent the influence of source-country gender equity varies with the number of years 

from arrival (i.e., length of stay) in Italy by including an interaction term between GGI and years 

from migration. Figure A10 in Appendix Section C shows that culture in the country of origin 

seems to influence the predicted involvement of fathers in childcare more strongly for migrants 

who arrived in Italy less than five years before the survey date. As the length of stay increases, 

the influence of source-country culture decreases. In this case too, however, the width of the 

confidence intervals does not allow us to argue that processes of cultural assimilation can be seen 

clearly.  

 

 

5.3. Gendered household tasks  

 

While Figure 3 provides a general picture of how gender equity in the source country affects the 

gender division of domestic labour among migrants, descriptive results (in line with existing 

literature) point to nonnegligible heterogeneity among specific types of task. We extend this work 

by testing whether source-country culture also affects partners’ involvement in gendered tasks, 

that is, whether greater gender equity in the country of origin leads men to be more involved in 

“feminine” tasks, and women in “masculine” ones. So, Figure 4 shows coefficients indicating the 

change in male involvement in different housework and childcare tasks as a function of source-

country gender equity (Appendix Figure A9 presents results as predicted values). In this case, too, 

we report coefficients derived from our preferred model specification, but different specifications 

of the model generated comparable results and are available in the Appendix (Tables A9–A11).  

Major differences between detailed housework tasks, which were not visible in the more 

aggregated picture, emerge. Coefficients relating to GGI are positive for routine housework tasks, 

excluding shopping. In the overall sample (panel A), increasing the index for the source country 

by one standard deviation generates a positive increase – between 0.015 and 0.032 – in male 

participation in household tasks such as cooking, setting the table, washing the dishes, and 

keeping the house in order. The positive relation between source-country culture and male 

involvement in routine housework also emerges when looking at predicted values (Appendix 

Figure A9). In the most gender equal society, male involvement averages about 0.3 for cooking 

and 0.25 for setting the table, washing the dishes, and keeping the house in order, while in the 

most gender unequal society male contribution to these activities is lower (about 0.1, 0.15, 0.1, 

and 0.05 respectively). 

Much smaller coefficients are found for nonroutine activities, such as shopping (other 

than for daily needs) and domestic repairs (in Figure A9, no relation between culture of origin 

and gender equality emerges in these tasks). Interestingly, a negative relation is found between 

culture of origin and male involvement in administrative tasks, suggesting a greater female 

involvement in this “masculine” task. Thus, the higher the level of gender equity in the country 

of origin, the greater the female involvement in administrative tasks and the higher gender 

equality in Italy. Looking at childcare tasks, results for the overall sample corroborate findings 
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from Figure 3. Source-country culture relates positively to male engagement in both general 

childcare and children’s education, with coefficients ranging from 0.025 for children’s education 

to 0.027 for general childcare.  

When differentiating immigrant generations, the same patterns hold for the subsample of 

households in which the woman migrated when older than 18 (panel B). Point estimates for 

routine and childcare activities are slightly higher, on average, than those found for the whole 

sample, suggesting that the association with source-country gender equity is stronger among first-

generation immigrants. Results are less clear cut for the subsample of migrants who moved to 

Italy before their 18th birthday or who were born in Italy (panel C), for whom estimates seem 

more uncertain, plausibly attributable to the small size of this subgroup.  

 

 

Figure 4: Effect of GGI on male involvement in different housework and childcare tasks, 

standardised scores. 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel regression models including individual, household, and 

macrolevel controls. See Tables A9–A11. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 

 

 

5.4. Sensitivity checks 

 

A number of sensitivity checks (Appendix Section D, specifically Table A12) corroborate the 

validity and reliability of our findings. First, we tested different model specifications by 

replicating the analyses including an extra macrolevel control, namely rate of female labour force 

participation (FLFP) in the country of origin. We excluded this variable from the specification of 

our preferred model because, although FLFP might arguably drive the gender division of labour 

in Italy, it could do so through a cultural channel – which we are interested in capturing through 

our main explanatory variable. Coefficients of GGI derived from the model that includes this 

additional control are similar to those in our preferred specification. 
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Second, we replicated the analyses using alternative sample definitions. We first 

reapplied the models to more selected samples, (1) of couples which share the same immigrant 

generation (i.e., both migrated either after their 18th birthday, or when younger or both were born 

in Italy), and (2) of couples for whom Italy was the first destination. Findings on the division of 

housework are based on a sample of couples both with and without children; although we 

controlled for the number of children and their age, one might argue that this is not sufficient to 

account for self-selection into parenthood. Accordingly, we (3) applied the housework model to 

the subsample of couples with children (the “childcare sample”). Finally, we (4) excluded 

industrialised nations from the pool of countries of origin, aiming to test whether their level of 

aggregate gender equity and equality among partners (which is higher, overall) might drive our 

results. Our findings were robust to all of these sample specifications.  

Third, we used alternative measurements of the main variables. On one hand, we applied 

different measurements of (1) GGI and (2) immigrant generation. Since the household is the unit 

of analysis, in our main analyses we relied on information supplied by women when computing 

household indicators of GGI and immigrant generation. In Table A12, we show that results are 

similar when GGI and immigrant generation are computed using information supplied by men. 

On the other hand, (3) we tested a different indicator of gender culture in the country of origin. 

Following previous literature on the topic (e.g., Blau et al., 2020), we constructed an aggregate 

index measuring different dimensions, which allows us to better capture the complex articulation 

of the concept being analysed. To test whether the GGI index validly captures gender equity, we 

used data from the European Values Study/World Values Survey (EVS/WVS)15 to construct the 

Gender Equity scale theorised and validated by Inglehart and Norris (2003).16 More details about 

construction of the scale can be found in Appendix Section D. Substantive results remain 

unchanged when using this Gender Equity scale.  

Finally, although we argue that migrants’ selectivity should not bias our estimates, we 

account for it by including an individual-level control for relative education (relative to the 

educational distribution in each migrant’s country of origin). We discuss the issue of migrants’ 

selectivity in Appendix Section D. Results do not vary substantially when including this control 

variable. 

 

 

6. Discussion 

 

Several theoretical and empirical contributions aim to explain the cause(s) of gender disparities 

in domestic labour and their persistence. On one hand, individual and macrolevel structural factors 

have been shown to play an important role in incentivising or hindering a more gender-equal 

division of household tasks; on the other hand, culture (through the socialisation of gender norms) 

is often argued to be a crucial driver of gender inequalities. However, the elusive 

conceptualization and operationalization of culture have usually impeded a proper measurement 

of its role. 

In this paper, we analysed how migrants from different source countries living in the same 

destination country (Italy) divide domestic labour within couples, who are characterised by 

different cultures of origin while sharing a common institutional and economic context of living. 

This enabled us to identify the cultural component of gender inequalities in the household division 

 
15 WVS data were downloaded from http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentationWVL.jsp; EVS 

data: study n. ZA4804, release v3-0-0 as of 30 October 2015, doi:10.4232/1.12253.  
16 Carriero (2020) performed a similar sensitivity check, but used a single attitudinal measure present in 

EVS/WVS data. We favour instead this theoretically driven and tested scale of gender equity. 

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentationWVL.jsp
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of domestic tasks, after taking account of structural and institutional factors.17 We relied on 

multilevel analyses based on Italian individual-level data (the Istat SCIF survey) and various 

macrolevel indicators referring to migrants’ origin countries to examine the extent to which the 

gender allocation of household labour among heterosexual immigrant couples living in Italy 

relates to gender norms in their country of origin.  

Our findings expose visible gender differences in the overall division of household labour 

and a tendency of both male and female partners to perform gender-typed tasks. Routine 

housework tasks (other than shopping) and childcare activities are mostly performed by women, 

domestic repairs and administrative tasks mainly by men. These differences could be summarised 

as routine vs. nonroutine activities: routine tasks are predominantly female, nonroutine ones are 

usually performed equally, or predominantly by men. This result echoes previous literature 

stressing the importance of distinguishing different kinds of task. However, in contrast with earlier 

studies (e.g., Craig and Mullan, 2011; Gracia, 2014; Yeung et al., 2001), we do not find that the 

allocation of childcare is overall more gender equal than that of housework.  

Most interestingly, differences between kinds of task also emerge when analysing the role 

of source-country gender equity in predicting the gender division of unpaid labour. Overall, 

gender equity in the country of origin positively influences gender equality in the division of 

domestic tasks (both routine housework and childcare) in Italy. Conversely, male involvement in 

administrative tasks reduces as gender equity increases, but this too points to higher gender 

equality, as generally such tasks are mostly performed by men. Our findings are consistent with 

the few existing studies posing a similar research question (Blau et al., 2020; Carriero, 2020; 

Frank and How, 2015). 

Culture of origin is found to have little or no influence within the subgroup of migrants 

who arrived in Italy before their 18th birthday. Moreover, the impact of source-country culture 

decreases as years from migration increase. The weakening of the impact of the cultural legacy 

of the country of origin might indicate a process of progressive cultural assimilation: migrants 

socialised in Italy and migrants living in Italy for a longer period seem to drop aspects of their 

source-country culture. Nevertheless, the small number of individuals constituting this subgroup 

leads to imprecise estimates, so we cannot reach a clear cut conclusion about assimilation 

dynamics. Cultural assimilation remains a crucial topic for future research, especially if richer 

data about different-generation migrants becomes available. 

Data quality also remains an important issue in relation to another potential limitation of 

this work. First of all, the dependent variables derive from survey questions posed to women only. 

This is a major shortcoming of the data, since respondents tend to overestimate time spent in 

frequent tasks (Bianchi et al., 2000; Godbey and Robinson, 1997; Hofferth, 1999; Marini and 

Shelton, 1993) and their answers are likely to suffer from social desirability bias (Kan, 2008).  

Furthermore, the absolute number of migrants who came to Italy when young or who 

were born in Italy is, after sample selection and deletion of missing cases, too small to derive any 

clear cut conclusion about assimilation processes. Even though it is not uncommon for studies to 

rely on the first immigrant generation only (e.g., Blau et al., 2020), studying second-generation 

migrants is crucial to understand whether the influence of culture of origin persists, reduces, or 

disappears with time spent in the destination country and the related socialisation processes. This 

is a topic that future research should investigate more thoroughly.  

Moreover, we would need more longitudinal research following couples over time as 

partners change their (paid and unpaid) work. Longitudinal data offers a better instrument to 

 
17 Although the data and analytical approach we chose are appropriate for capturing the cultural component of 

gender inequality, they do not allow us to explicitly test the role of structural factors. Institutional characteristics 

of the destination country, and how they change over time, might indeed interact in relevant ways with the culture 

of origin, thus leading to different outcomes for different groups of individuals. Longitudinal and comparative 

data might shed some light on this issue. 
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consistently identify the cultural and structural component of gender inequalities, and test for the 

presence of assimilation dynamics. Ideally, longitudinal data could tell us about within-couple 

changes (or stability) in the division of unpaid labour in response to changes in the labour market, 

migration and time spent living in the destination country. 

Finally, although the primary theoretical interest of this paper lies in the investigation of 

the migrant population, we cannot overemphasise the importance of having information on the 

native population (Italian couples) for better interpreting levels of gender (in)equality and 

processes of cultural assimilation.  

To sum up, our findings suggest that culture contributes to explain gender inequality in 

how couples divide domestic labour between them, although some types of task show interesting 

differences. More generally, the results of this paper support the idea that source-country gender 

equity affects not only the equality of partners’ involvement in household activities, but also how 

gender-typed the performance of different domestic chores may be.  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix Section A: Sample selection steps and descriptive statistics 

 
Table A1: Stepwise sample selection steps. Percentages refer to individuals left from the initial sample. 

 Individuals Couples  %  

Raw SCIF data 25,326  100 

Cohabiting partners 18,664  73.69 

At least one household member has a migration background 18,445  72.83 

Aged 18-65 17,877  70.59 

Exclusion of children 10,812 5,406 42.69 

Exclusion of missing cases 9,330 4,665 36.84 

Housework sample 8,330 4,165 32.89 

Childcare sample 2,744 1,372 10.83 

 

Table A2: Sample composition based on partners’ country of origin. 

 Housework sample 

 

Childcare sample 

 

 N couples % N couples % 

Both foreigners from the same country 2,861 68.69 872 63.56 

Both foreigners from different countries 142 3.41 58 4.23 

Man foreigner, woman Italian-born 5 0.12 2 0.14 

Woman foreigner, man Italian-born 1,157 27.78 440 32.07 

 

Total 

 

4,165 

 

100% 

 

1,372 

 

100% 
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Table A3: Descriptive statistics. 

 
Housework sample 

(N=4,165) 

Childcare sample  

(N=1,372) 

 mean std. dev. min–max mean std. dev. min–max 

       

 Dependent variables 

Male involvement in 

housework (aggregated 

tasks) 

0.38 0.13 0 – 1 – – – 

Male involvement in 

childcare (aggregated 

tasks) 

– – – 0.35 0.20 0 – 1 

       

 Individual-level variables 

Age (F) 37.05 8.96 18 – 65 37.00 8.70 19 – 65 

Age squared (F) 1,453.02 705.57 324 – 4,225 1,444.51 688.47 361 – 4,225 

Age (M) 42.08 9.26 19 – 65 42.10 8.97 20 – 65 

Age squared (M) 1,856.46 806.61 361 – 4,225 1,853.24 783.92 400 – 4,225 

Marital status (F)b – – 1 – 6 – – 1 – 6 

Marital status (M)b – – 1 – 6 – – 1 – 6 

Highest education level 

(F)c 

3.11 1.61 0 – 7 3.19 1.64 0 – 7 

Highest education level 

(M)c 

2.87 1.46 0 – 7 2.88 1.49 0 – 7 

Length of stay in Italy 

(F)d 

1.87 0.63 1 – 4 1.87 0.62 1 – 4 

Length of stay in Italy 

(M)d 

2.67 1.00 1 – 4 2.71 1.05 1 – 4 

Average weekly hours 

worked (F) 

13.73 18.75 0 – 168 15.62 19.82 0 – 168 

Hours actually worked 

the week before the 

interview (F) 

13.64 18.34 0 – 144 15.47 19.12 0 – 100 

Average weekly hours 

worked (M) 

24.38 21.89 0 – 168 21.98 22.33 0 – 168 

Hours actually worked 

the week before the 

interview (M) 

24.53 21.79 0 – 160 22.04 22.04 0 – 100 

       

 Household-level variables 

N. of children aged 0–5 0.47 0.67 0 – 3 0.49 0.65 0 – 3 

N. of children aged 6–

12 

0.40 0.66 0 – 4 0.45 0.69 0 – 4 

N. of children aged 13–

17 

0.21 0.48 0 – 4 0.22 0.50 0 – 4 

Geographical area of 

residencea 

– – 1 – 4 – – 1 – 4 

       

 Macro-level variables 

GGI standardized (F) 0 1 –2.79 –  

–3.53 

0 1 –2.79 –  

–3.53 

GDP (F) 8,430.64 11,357.43 592.81 – 

620,872 

8,770.10 6,660.94 592.81 – 

41,386.26 

Total fertility (F) 

 

2.03 0.97 1.2 – 6.82 1.97 0.92 1.2 – 6.36 

a1=North-West 2=North-East 3=Center 4=South and Islands; b1=single 2=married 3=separated 4=separated (legally) 

5=divorced 6=widowed; c0=no title 1=primary ed. 2=lower secondary ed. 3=vocational ed. 4=upper secondary ed. 

5=post-secondary non-academic ed. 6=tertiary ed. 7=PhD; d1=0-5 years 2=6-15 3=16+. 
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Table A4: Male involvement in housework and childcare, by immigrant generation. 

 

 

First generation, 

migration when 18+ 

 

First generation, 

migration when <18 

+ 

Second generation 

 N mean 
std. 

dev. 
N mean 

std. 

dev. 

       

Male involvement in housework (aggregated 

tasks) 

3,945 0.38 0.13 220 0.39 0.12 

       

Male involvement in childcare (aggregated 

tasks) 

 

1,297 0.35 0.20 75 0.34 0.19 

 

Table A5: Country-level variables included in all model specifications, ordered in ascending order by 

GGI. 

Country of origin 

(female) 

GGI 

(female) 

GDP 

(female) 

TFR 

(female) 

Pakistan 0.55 3,102.22 4.60 

Ivory Coast 0.57 2,289.72 5.59 

Benin (Dahomey) 0.58 1,986.42 5.73 

Egypt 0.58 6,724.01 3.12 

Morocco 0.58 4,483.44 2.63 

Burkina-Faso (Alto Volta) 0.59 1,117.53 6.36 

Camerun 0.59 2,232.67 5.42 

Iran 0.59 12,761.25 1.89 

Mauritania 0.59 3,458.35 5.25 

Turkey 0.59 11,210.42 2.34 

Angola 0.60 4,347.29 6.51 

Ethiopia 0.60 592.81 6.04 

India 0.60 2,684.18 3.07 

Mali 0.60 1,422.10 6.82 

Algeria 0.61 10,327.33 2.49 

Guatemala 0.61 5,441.76 4.17 

Lebanon 0.61 9,735.72 2.13 

Nigeria 0.61 3,102.50 6.02 

Jordan 0.62 7,371.51 3.96 

Bangladesh 0.63 1,631.61 2.84 

South Corea 0.63 23,328.18 1.98 

Tunisia 0.63 7,257.14 2.04 

Gambia 0.64 2,035.76 5.77 

Maurizio 0.64 10,872.36 1.88 

Senegal 0.64 2,171.30 5.24 

Bolivia 0.65 3,882.71 3.75 

Chile 0.65 12,244.45 1.95 

Italy 0.65 29,901.08 1.32 

Japan 0.65 30,124.90 1.31 

Kenya 0.65 1,809.58 4.94 

Madagascar 0.65 1,360.21 5.20 

Mexico 0.65 12,216.41 2.56 

Brasil 0.66 10,406.26 2.08 

Philippines 0.66 4,078.90 3.60 

Greece 0.66 24,474.14 1.32 

Indonesia 0.66 5,795.61 2.51 

Honduras 0.66 3,014.65 3.76 
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Perù 0.66 6,158.63 2.73 

China 0.66 4,466.22 1.61 

Albania 0.67 5,367.77 1.88 

Armenia 0.67 4,649.45 1.66 

Ecuador 0.67 6,978.42 2.89 

France 0.67 29,539.50 1.93 

Georgia 0.67 4,584.40 1.64 

Ghana 0.67 2,092.94 4.59 

Czech Republic 0.67 20,599.73 1.25 

Dominican Republic 0.67 7,936.47 2.71 

Kyrgyzstan 0.67 2,250.74 2.53 

Paraguay 0.67 7,237.16 3.19 

Ungary 0.67 15,718.57 1.31 

Azerbaijan 0.68 6,208.72 1.94 

Luxembourg 0.68 65,531.85 1.65 

Poland 0.68 13,129.71 1.28 

Russia 0.68 10,636.04 1.30 

Slovenia 0.68 22,264.86 1.26 

Slovakia 0.68 15,399.17 1.24 

Thailandia 0.68 9,344.29 1.60 

Ukraine 0.68 6,159.52 1.20 

Venezuela 0.68 12,883.93 2.69 

Argentina 0.69 12,653.57 2.45 

Costa Rica 0.69 9,328.01 2.12 

El Salvador 0.69 5,009.81 2.68 

Romania 0.69 8,862.33 1.34 

Vietnam 0.69 2,659.74 1.92 

Bulgary 0.70 9,157.20 1.32 

Estonia 0.70 14,647.73 1.46 

Israel 0.70 25,257.35 2.90 

Kazakhstan 0.70 12,166.88 2.13 

Macedonia (ex Yugoslav Rep.) 0.70 7,203.89 1.59 

Panama 0.70 9,901.99 2.68 

Portugal 0.70 21,768.12 1.43 

United States of America 0.70 41,386.26 2.06 

Switzerland 0.70 40,319.70 1.43 

Austria 0.71 33,519.21 1.39 

Belarus 0.71 8,447.22 1.29 

Colombia 0.71 7,852.51 2.36 

Australia 0.72 30,854.65 1.81 

Belgium 0.72 31,869.78 1.72 

Canada 0.72 33,737.42 1.54 

Croatia 0.72 14,363.95 1.59 

Latvia 0.72 12,284.07 1.34 

Lithuania 0.72 12,936.55 1.30 

Moldova 0.72 4,305.19 1.28 

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) 0.72 5,250.63 2.26 

Ireland 0.74 38,030.35 1.93 

Netherlands 0.74 36,487.17 1.72 

Spain 0.74 26,384.44 1.30 

United Kingdom 0.74 31,005.52 1,72 

Denmark 0.75 32,857.48 1.78 

Germany 0.76 31,014.06 1.35 

Finland 0.80 30,958.13 1.78 

Sweden 0.81 33,612.01 1.20 
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Figure A1: Density plot of the distribution of male involvement in housework and childcare (aggregated 

tasks). 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 

 

 

Figure A2: Male involvement in housework and childcare (aggregated tasks) by female and male 

education, separately. 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165; N childcare = 1,372). 
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Figure A3: Male involvement in housework and childcare (aggregated tasks) by female and male age, 

separately. 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165; N childcare = 1,372). 

 

 

Figure A4: Male involvement in housework and childcare (aggregated tasks) by marital status. 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165; N childcare = 1,372). 
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Figure A5: Male involvement in housework and childcare (aggregated tasks) by number and age of 

dependent children. 

 
Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165; N childcare = 1,372). 
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Appendix Section B: Regression tables 
 

Table A6: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in housework and childcare. 

Multilevel regression models, overall sample. 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Housework 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

Childcare 

 

0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 

N housework 4,165 4,165 4,165 4,165 

N childcare 1,372 1,372 1,372 1,372 

 

 

Table A7: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in housework and childcare. 

Multilevel regression models, first-generation migrants (who migrated when 18 or older). 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Housework 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

 

0.01 

 

(0.00) 

Childcare 

 

0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 

N housework 3,945 3,945 3,945 3,945 

N childcare 1,297 1,297 1,297 1,297 

 

 

Table A8: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in housework and childcare. 

Multilevel regression models, first-generation migrants (who migrated when younger than 18) or second-

generation migrants. 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Housework 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.02 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

Childcare 

 

0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.03) 0.02 (0.02) 

N housework 220 220 220 220 

N childcare 75 75 75 75 
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Table A9: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in different housework and 

childcare tasks. Multilevel regression models, overall sample. 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Cooking 

 

0.04 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.04 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

Setting the table 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 

Washing the dishes 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 

Keeping the house 

in order 

0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Shopping (daily) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (clothes 

etc.) 

0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (others) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 

Making the repair -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Administrative 

matters 

-0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) 

         

Childcare (general)  0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 

Childcare 

(education) 

 

0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

N housework 4,165 4,165 4,165 4,165 

N childcare 1,372 1,372 1,372 1,372 

 

 

Table A10: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in different housework and 

childcare tasks. Multilevel regression models, first-generation migrants (who migrated when 18 or older). 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Cooking 

 

0.04 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.04 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.02 

 

(0.01) 

Setting the table 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 

Washing the dishes 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Keeping the house 

in order 

0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Shopping (daily) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (clothes 

etc.) 

0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (others) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 

Making the repair -0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Administrative 

matters 

-0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) 

         

Childcare (general)  0.05 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 

Childcare 

(education) 

 

0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

N housework 3,945 3,945 3,945 3,945 

N childcare 1,297 1,297 1,297 1,297 
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Table A11: Coefficients related to source country GGI on male involvement in different housework and 

childcare tasks. Multilevel regression models, first-generation migrants (who migrated when younger than 

18) or second-generation migrants. 

 Empty  Parsimonious Controlled Female labour 

market 

participation 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Cooking 

 

0.07 

 

(0.02) 

 

0.07 

 

(0.02) 

 

0.06 

 

(0.03) 

 

0.05 

 

(0.02) 

Setting the table 0.04 (0.02) 0.05 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 

Washing the dishes 0.02 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03) 0.00 (0.03) -0.00 (0.03) 

Keeping the house 

in order 

0.05 (0.02) 0.05 (0.02) 0.03 (0.03) 0.03 (0.03) 

Shopping (daily) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 

Shopping (clothes 

etc.) 

0.01 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 

Shopping (others) 0.04 (0.02) 0.04 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 

Making the repair -0.02 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02) -0.02 (0.02) 

Administrative 

matters 

-0.03 (0.03) -0.02 (0.03) -0.01 (0.02) -0.03 (0.02) 

         

Childcare (general)  0.02 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03) -0.02 (0.04) -0.01 (0.04) 

Childcare 

(education) 

 

0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.03) 0.04 (0.03) 

N housework 220 220 220 220 

N childcare 75 75 75 75 
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Appendix Section C: Extra analyses 
 

Figure A6: Predicted male involvement in housework and childcare (additive indices) as a function of 

standardized GGI scores. Overall sample. 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel models including individual, household, and macrolevel controls. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 

 

Figure A7: Predicted male involvement in housework and childcare (additive indices) as a function of 

standardized GGI scores. First-generation migrants who arrived in Italy when 18 or older. 95% confidence 

intervals. 

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel models including individual, household, and macrolevel controls. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 
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Figure A8: Predicted male involvement in housework and childcare (additive indices) as a function of 

standardized GGI scores. First-generation migrants who arrived in Italy when younger than 18 and second-

generation migrants. 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel models including individual, household, and macrolevel controls. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 

 

Figure A9: Predicted male involvement in housework and childcare tasks as a function of standardized 

GGI scores. Overall sample. 95% confidence intervals. 

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel models including individual, household, and macrolevel controls. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012 (N housework = 4,165; N childcare = 1,372). 
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Figure A10: Predicted male involvement in housework and childcare (additive indices) as a function of 

standardized GGI scores, by years from migration. Overall sample. 95% confidence intervals.

 
Note: Results are derived from multilevel models including individual, household, and macrolevel controls. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 
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Appendix Section D: Sensitivity checks 
 

Table A12: Sensitivity checks: effects of source country GGI on male involvement in different housework and childcare tasks. Multilevel regression models ‘controlled’ model specification. 

Overall sample. 

 + FLFP male GGI 

 

male migrant 

generation 

male migr. 

generation = 

female migr. 

generation 

 

Italy first 

destination 

country 

EVS/WVS 

gender equity 

scale 

division of 

housework in 

the childcare 

sample 

+ relative 

education 

 

excluding 

industrialised 

countries of 

origin 

 beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

beta 

 

 

(SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) beta (SE) 

 

Cooking 

 

0.02 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.02 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.04 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

 

0.03 

 

(0.01) 

Setting the table 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Washing the dishes 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Keeping the house 

in order 

0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 

Shopping (daily) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (clothes 

etc.) 

-0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Shopping (others) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 

Making the repair -0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 

Administrative 

matters 

-0.02 (0.01) -0.0 (0.01) -0.03 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) 

                   

Childcare (general)  0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) - - 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 

Childcare 

(education) 

0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 
- - 

0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 

                   

N housework 4,146 4,178 4,165  2,722 3,992  3,537 1,295 4,135 3,966  

N childcare 1,367 1,374 1,372  848 1,302  1165 - 1,361 1,296  

Control variables: source country GDP, source country fertility rate, age, age squared, educational level, marital status, years from migration, presence of dependent children aged 0-5, 6-12, 

and 13-17, region of residence. All individual-level variables are included both for the female and the male partner. 

Source: Istat SCIF survey 2011–2012. 
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Female labour force participation rate 

Percentage of the female population aged 15+. Retrieved from the World Bank: 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.CACT.FE.ZS.  

 

Gender Equity scale (EVS/WVS) as a measure for source country gender equity 

Our main explanatory variable, the GGI index, represents a complex measure of different 

dimensions of gender equity. One might argue that such internal complexity makes it difficult to 

identify which dimension of the concept is responsible for the results being found. Our choice of 

GGI as a measure of culture is theoretically driven and supported by existing literature 

investigating the relationship of interest in the current paper (e.g. Blau et al., 2020). 

However, to further test whether the chosen explanatory variable represents a valid 

measure of source country culture, we replicate the analyses using the Gender Equity scale 

theorized and validated by Inglehart and Norris (2003) as an alternative explanatory variable. We 

rely on EVS/WVS data preceding 2011-2012 (years in which the SCIF survey was collected). 

When more than one wave is available for a country, period averages are used.  

The scale is constructed as an additive index of five individual-level items aggregated at 

the country level. Such items aim to capture attitudes towards the role of women in different 

societal dimensions, among which the political sphere, education, and the labour market. 

Specifically, we rely on the level of agreement to the statements: "On the whole, men make better 

political leaders than women do."; "When jobs are scarce, men should have more right to a job 

than women."; "A university education is more important for a boy than a girl."; "Do you think 

that a woman has to have children in order to be fulfilled or is this not necessary?"; "If a woman 

wants to have a child as a single parent but she doesn't want to have a stable relationship with a 

man, do you approve or disapprove?". All items are recoded in order for higher values to represent 

higher gender equity.  

An exploratory factor analysis confirmed the presence of one single latent factor. The 

final index is thus constructed by means of a confirmatory factor analysis. It is then normalized 

and transformed in a 0-100 scale. 

Models including the Gender Equity scale instead of GGI provide comparable results to 

the main ones presented in the paper (see table A12). 

 

Migrants’ selectivity: control for relative education 

Any study focusing on the migrant population faces, either empirically or theoretically, the issue 

of selectivity of migrants, compared to non-migrant citizens of the same country of origin. 

Individuals choosing to move from their origin country to another one are indeed likely to differ 

from their fellow citizens in a number of aspects. Differences might be found in cognitive and 

non-cognitive skills as well as in ability and motivation. Migrants could also be self-selected 

based on their self-perception and aspirations (Engzell & Ichou, 2020; Ichou, 2014; Van de 

Werfhorst & Heath, 2019). If such differences are related to variables influencing the relationship 

being studied, results might be biased. 

In the current paper, the outcome of interest is the intra-couple division of housework and 

childcare, modelled as a function of source country gender equity. Let us imagine that the sample 

of migrants here analysed is self-selected based on their education level, skills, and aspirations. 

These aspects are likely to influence the outcome of interest in at least two ways. First, by 

affecting labour market outcomes and, thus, time dedicated to paid work – which is strongly 

related to time dedicated to unpaid one. Second, by representing proxies for individual gender 

equity and, consequently, by influencing the individual propensity to share domestic chores in a 

gender equal way. 

We could reasonably assume that our analytic sample is positively self-selected. If this is 

the case, we would be analysing better educated and more highly skilled migrants, which are 

likely to be more prone to share domestic chores equally. It is important to note that the design of 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.CACT.FE.ZS
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the SCIF survey makes the sample representative of the migrant population in Italy, not of the 

population in each country of origin. We would thus be correctly estimating the effect of GGI on 

the migrant population in Italy, which is the specific purpose of the paper, but underestimating it 

with respect to the whole population in the origin country. 

To get a better sense of whether and to what extent we can generalize our results, thus 

moving beyond the specific case of the migrant population in Italy and discussing the role of 

cultural heritage more in general, we need to reason about possible issues of selection. First, we 

theoretically discuss different selection scenarios and their possible consequences for our 

estimates. Then, we perform a sensitivity check to rule out, also empirically, the presence of 

selection bias. 

In the hypothetical scenario in which all migrants are positively or negatively selected 

based on personal traits such as education, skills, and motivation, we should still be able to capture 

the influence (or lack thereof) of source country culture. Differences between migrants due to 

their country of origin (and the related cultural heritage) should indeed still be visible.  

Problems could arise in the hypothetical scenario in which migrants are selected in 

systematically different ways depending on their country of origin, and specifically on the level 

of aggregate gender equity. Let us imagine, for example, that migrants coming from more gender 

unequal countries are negatively selected, while those coming from more gender equal countries 

are positively selected. Assuming that both source country culture and individual-level traits (such 

as education) influence the gender division of domestic chores, we would overestimate the role 

of cultural heritage, whose effect also includes the one of individual-level characteristics related 

to selection into migration. The opposite (i.e. an underestimation of the role of source country 

gender equity) would be true if migrants coming from more gender unequal countries were 

positively selected, while those coming from more gender equal countries were negatively 

selected. 

Yet, overestimation or underestimation of the effect of the main explanatory variable of 

interest could be avoided by including control variables which might drive self-selection. In sum, 

even in the worst possible scenario, namely when selection criteria systematically differ by 

country of origin, migrants’ self-selection is unlikely to bias our results. If anything, we could be 

overestimating or underestimating the effect of GGI, but we could easily clear the estimates by 

including a control for education (which is present in our preferred model specification). 

One could still argue, however, that selection might occur on unobserved characteristics, 

such as perseverance and ambition, which we cannot include in our models and which are only 

partially related to the included controls (Sørensen, 1979). A common practice adopted in the 

literature focusing on migrants is to model migrants’ selectivity measured at the individual level, 

specifically by using relative position in the distribution of educational attainment in the country 

of origin as a proxy for unobserved characteristics (Brunori et al., 2020; Engzell & Ichou, 2020; 

Feliciano & Lanuza, 2017; Ichou, 2014; Ichou & Wallace, 2019). 

Following Ichou (2014), we operationalize relative education as the individual’s relative 

position in the distribution of educational qualifications by gender and age. Specifically, relative 

education measures an individual's percentile position in the distribution of educational 

qualifications among individuals of the same gender and age group (5-year) in the country of 

origin. We rely on the Barro-Lee educational attainment dataset18 (Barro & Lee, 2013), selecting 

the closest year to the period covered by the SCIF data, namely 2010. For each educational level 

and group of age within each country, we compute relative education as the total percentage of 

people in the same country and age group with a lower school title, plus half of the percentage of 

those with the same title. The resulting variable is then divided by 10 (following Brunori et al., 

2020).  

 
18 http://www.barrolee.com/. 

http://www.barrolee.com/
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When country information was missing in the Barro-Lee dataset, we replaced the gap 

with the average value (related to the same gender and age group) of the neighbouring countries. 

Following Brunori and colleagues (2020), we define neighbouring countries using the United 

Nations’ classification of geographical regions.19 

Coefficients resulting from the specification including relative education are very similar 

to those of the models excluding it, corroborating our theoretical discussion about the 

unbiasedness of results. 
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